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The Official SAT Study Guide: Second Editionâ„¢ features 10 official SATÂ® practice tests created

by the test maker. With over 1,000 pages and more than 20 chapters, it's packed with the most

up-to-date information regardless of the jacket and students need to get ready for the test.Students

will gain valuable experience and raise their confidence by taking practice tests, by reviewing critical

concepts, test-taking approaches, and focused sets of practice questions just like those on the

actual SAT.The Official SAT Study Guide: Second Edition will help students get ready for the SAT

with- 10 official SAT practice tests, including 3 new recent exams- detailed descriptions of math,

critical reading, and writing sections of the SAT- targeted practice questions for each SAT question

type- practice essay questions, along with sample essays and annotations- a review of math

concepts tested in the exam- test-taking approaches and suggestions that underscore important

points- free online score reports- exclusive access to online answers and explanations at

collegeboard.com-Â  $10 discount on The Official SAT Online Course to all book ownersThere's

also a complete chapter on the PSAT/NMSQTÂ®.
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I am a private math tutor and author of Ultimate Guide to the Math SAT. I gave this book five stars

because it has the best collection of practice tests. However I found some errors:pg 618. The

answer to problem 6-14 is 5, not 6.pg 641. Problem 13 should be c(x)=((600x-200)/x)+k.pg 680.



Decimal points are missing from problems 4-15 and 4-17.pg 804. The decimal point is missing from

problem 3-9.pg 866. The answer to problem 7-17 is B, not C.UPDATE AS OF DECEMBER, 2012:

There have been at least four printings of this book. In the first printing, there were no indications of

any errors. The second printing had a list of errors printed on yellow paper which was inserted into

the book. The third printing corrected the errors, had no insert, and said "Updated!" on the cover.

The fourth printing has corrected the errors and does not say "Updated!" on the cover. Your

particular copy of the book may be from any of these printings.

It's been a few years since I wrote my original review for the earlier edition of this book. Back then, I

was a student taking the exam in order to get into college. However as a tutor I have taken the

exam multiple times since I applied to college, gotten a few more 2300+ scores, and now pass on

my knowledge to the next generation of students vying for competitive college admissions. The first

thing I tell my students to do is to buy the Official SAT Study guide. It's simply the best. Why?Well,

first off, let me start with the changes to this new edition. It now has 10 practice tests, three of which

are recycled from the new administration (now that they've given enough tests to disclose them) and

seven from the original book. So I'll say now that it may not be a good idea to buy this if you have

the older edition, but this newer edition is much more useful since there are three *real* exams.

Other than that, it's pretty much the same as the old book.The review sections are divided into three

categories: critical reading, math, and writing. The reading section isn't all that helpful. A few

obvious test taking tips and some practice passages with explained answers. Good for a warmup,

but not much else. The math section, the most substantial in the book, is pretty useful. It contains

most of the facts from middle schoool/early high school math that you've likely forgotten by the time

you're a junior or a senior. It also has some sample problems to show you the kind of "out of the

box" thinking you'll have to do: SAT math isn't a factual recall or "plug 'n chug" exam, but the section

does give you the facts you need to survive. And finally the writing section. The review section has a

lot of information, including good writing habits as well as a set of grammar rules.The review

sections, as I've mentioned, have good sets of review problems (that do NOT overlap with th

practice tests) that will get you used to the *type* of questions, but it is the practice tests that will

take you from small sprints to the longer marathon. Each practice test is comprised of real questions

or questions of real-standard (mostly recycled from 10 Real SATs -- the predecessor to the first blue

book). I usually suggest to my students to do two or three exams untimed but continuously, two

exams in pieces (do individual sections timed), and the rest under real, pressured conditions (in a

library or other quiet place preferably). Not only does this get the student used to the format, but it



will get the student to try to devise ways to make his or her thinking more efficient and suitable for

the exam.The College Board, when it says the SAT can't be prepped for, is telling a half-truth. No,

you can't prepare for it by cramming lots of facts, but you can prepare through practice, and in that

practice your SAT skills don't just go up, but your ability to handle academic situations. Your thinking

becomes clearer.So I wholeheartedly reccomend this second edition of the Official SAT Study

Guide. It's more useful than its predecessor because it has more tests and more accurate tests, and

if used effectively can be the single best tool to prepare for the SAT.Good luck and best of luck with

college admissions. Don't see the SAT as an obstacle; see it as an opportunity to show what you

can do.

If you are taking the SAT, you must get this book, no question about it. Make sure to get the

correction page from the collegeboard for the answer key, as there are some mistakes in the book.I

attempted to post the link for the correction page but  did not let the link go through, (so I am now

editing this review) but I did post a comment to Richard Corn's review, (comes up first as most

useful) and if you click on the comments to his review, you should find the url and can copy and

paste to get correction page from collegeboard. If it works and helps you, please vote that this was

helpful so it gets moved up and can help others.

Don't bother with practice tests from Kaplan, Barrons, etc. The tests in this book are created with

the same secret set of rules as are actual SAT tests, so the tests in this book are far better for

practicing with.Only complaint is that there are a few typos.50 hours with this book increased my

score from 2130 to 2330. That's an increase from the 97.2nd percentile to the 99.8th percentile,

from 1/35 rarity to 1/500 rarity. That increase really speaks for itself about how much this book

helped me. Easily worth the money and time.

I've been teaching the SAT verbal portion for a good 6 or 7 years, and when I saw that the College

Board finally had a new edition out, I was delighted. I've running out of good materials for my

students, and using College Board is really the best prep, since the CB writes the test. However, I

was really disappointed when I got this book. They've added 3 tests at the beginning that are taken

from October 2006, January 2007 and May 2007 - definitely a benefit if you don't have access to

copies of original tests. But the rest of the book just uses the same tests from the original 2005

version, with very slight changes in some of the critical reading questions (changes that were much

needed, I think). If you're going to buy this book as you begin your study process, this will help you



understand how the test thinks. But if you are buying this to supplement the 2005 version, be aware

that you're only getting 3 new tests. You be the judge of whether that's worth your money.
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